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Socio-cognitive conflict has been defined as a situation of confrontationwith a disagreeing

other. Previous research suggests that individuals can regulate conflict in a relational way,

namely by focusing on social comparison between relative levels of competences.

Relational conflict regulation has been described as yielding particularly negative effects

on social interactions and learning, but has been understudied. The present research

addresses the question of the origin of relational conflict regulation by introducing a

fundamental distinction between two types of regulation, one based on the affirmation of

one’s own point of view and the invalidation of the other’s (i.e., ‘competitive’ regulation),

the other corresponding to the protection of self-competence via compliance (i.e.,

‘protective’ regulation). Three studies show that these modes of relational conflict

regulation result from the endorsement of distinct performance goals, respectively,

performance-approach goals (trying to outperform others) and performance-avoidance

goals (avoiding performing more poorly than others). Theoretical implications for the

literature on both conflict regulation and achievement goals are discussed.

Whenworking on a problem, be it at school, at University, in organizations or in scientific

research, people often find themselves in disagreement with others. Indeed, given the

diversity in training, education, and points of view, it is highly likely that people working

together come up with different solutions to the same problem or different explanations

of the samephenomenon. In these situations,whendopeople try to ‘win’, to demonstrate
that their point of view is better than the other’s, andwhen do people rather complywith

the other’s point of view? The present article addresses this dilemma by studying the

motivational determinants of the above two options, competition versus compliance.
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Relational Conflict Regulation

The literature on conflict regulation (Buchs, Butera, Mugny, & Darnon, 2004; Doise &

Mugny, 1984) has argued that being confronted with a coactor’s diverging point of view

elicits a ‘socio-cognitive conflict’, a conflict that is both social (i.e., a disagreement
between two persons) and cognitive (i.e., doubts arise about the most adequate answer).

Socio-cognitive conflict can be regulated in two ways: Focusing on the task and the

answers (‘epistemic conflict regulation’), or focusing on relative levels of competence and

demonstrating one’s own superiority (or at least avoiding showing one’s own inferiority),

namely ‘relational conflict regulation’ (Buchs et al., 2004; Butera, Darnon, & Mugny,

2010; Mugny, Paolis, & Carugati, 1984; see also Jehn, 1995, for a similar distinction).

Authors in this area (cf. Butera & Mugny, 2001) maintain that relational regulation

occurs in situations where social comparison is threatening for self-evaluation (Muller &
Butera, 2007), as for example in the case of competitive situations (see Butera & Mugny,

1995; Johnson, Johnson, & Tjosvold, 2000; Quiamzade & Mugny, 2009; Quiamzade,

Mugny, & Darnon, 2009). The question of competition and relational conflict regulation

requires particular attention asmost educational, organizational, and research settings are

steeped in social comparison and competitiveness (Toma& Butera, 2009; Toma, Gilles, &

Butera, 2011), with various systems of grading, streaming, ranking, and selection (see,

Ames, 1992; Darnon, Dompnier, Delmas, Pulfrey, & Butera, 2009; Urdan, 2004). In such

contexts, it is therefore particularly likely that conflictwill be regulated in a relationalway.
When regulating conflict in a relational way, individuals try to ‘defend’ their competence.

However, as our opening example showed, in so doing they have two possibilities:

sticking to one’s position (self-confirmation) or espousing that of the other (compliance).

The present research aims at distinguishing these two forms of relational conflict

regulation.

In stressful situations, individuals often aim to reduce the tension created by the

situation rather than resolving problem. Thus, they develop coping strategies –
unconsciously and/or consciously – so as to adjust themselves to the stressor (Cohen &
Lazarus, 1979). When individuals perceive that they have enough ability to cope with the

stressor, challenge-appraisal is likely to occur. They may then display active coping

strategies, such as confrontation or argumentation. However, when individuals consider

the situation as dangerous and perceive that they have limited abilities or resources to

cope with the stressor, threat-appraisal is more likely to occur. They may then display

passive coping strategies, such as stoic acceptance or avoidance (for a review, see Lazarus

& Folkman, 1984).

In the specific case of a disagreeing partner, a situation that is potentially threatening
for self-evaluation because it may question one’s own competence, individuals can

therefore react in two differentways.On the one hand, they canperceive the situation as a

challenge, and focus on possible success and social reward (e.g., praise). Thus, they may

try to uphold their ownpoint of view and invalidate that of the other person,which can be

termed ‘competitive’ relational regulation. On the other hand, individuals can

experience anxiety, anticipating failure in the situation of disagreement and negative

evaluations. Thus, they may try to adopt the partner’s answer in order to avoid losing in a

situation of direct confrontation. This can be termed ‘protective’ relational regulation.
In the conflict regulation literature, both these types of regulation are termed

‘relational’ conflict regulation (Doise & Mugny, 1984) or ‘relationship’ conflict (Jehn,

1995) because they rely on a focus on social comparison of competence. However, we

argue that such a unity in conceptualization does not accurately account for existing data.

Indeed, conflict regulation research has produced results that point to two distinct forms
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of relational regulation. On the one hand, several studies have shown that in some cases of

disagreement, children try to impose their own point of view on the partner, with little

consideration of the partner’s opinion, displaying a self-confirmation strategy (Mugny &

Doise, 1978; Psaltis & Duveen, 2006). On the other hand, it has been also shown that in
cases of disagreement, individuals sometimes imitate the opposing point of viewwithout

any further elaboration, displaying a compliance strategy (Mugny & Doise, 1978;

Quiamzade, 2007; Schwarz, Neuman, & Biezuner, 2000). Likewise, in organizations,

De Dreu (1997) found relationship conflict to be positively correlated with both

contending responses, namely trying to impose one’s perspective upon others, and

avoiding responses, namely avoiding the conflict issue and ignoring the problem. The first

aim of the present article is therefore to differentiate the two modes of relational conflict

regulation, namely competitive regulation (confirmation of one’s ownpoint of view to the
detriment of the other’s) and protective regulation (complying with other’s point of view

to the detriment of one’s own).

Achievement Goals and Conflict Regulation

If relational conflict regulation can appear in social interactions under two distinctmodes,

what are the factors that predict the appearance of one mode versus the other? Darnon,

Muller, Schrager, Pannuzzo, and Butera (2006; Darnon & Butera, 2007) have already

established that performance goals predicted relational regulation. However, basing our

argument on the description of two modes of relational conflict regulation, namely

competitive and protective, it seems reasonable to propose that they are not linked to the
same goals. Thus, the second aim of the present article is to consider the distinction

between the approach and avoidance forms of performance goals and how these different

goals predict the two modes of relational conflict regulation.

Studies on achievement goals, both in the educational (Ames, 1992; Dweck, 1986;

Nicholls, 1984) and the organizational fields (Janssen & Yperen, 2004) have described a

specific set of goals that focus on the demonstration of competence relative to others:

performance goals. Inmore recent research, Elliot and his colleagues (Elliot, 1999; Elliot &

Harackiewicz, 1996) have distinguished two forms of performance goals on the basis of
Atkinson’s theory of achievementmotivation (1957). According to this theory, two trends

exist in human behaviour related to achievement situations: The search for success and

the avoidance of failure. Behaviours can, as a consequence, be oriented either towards

approach (search for positive or desirable events) or towards avoidance (avoidance of

challenges, escape, helplessness). Performance goals were thus divided between

performance-approach and performance-avoidance goals. The former have been defined

as the desire to be more competent than others (focused on attaining normative

competence), whereas the latter correspond to the desire to avoid being less competent
than others (focused on avoiding normative incompetence).

Performance-approach goals have been found to predict dominant social outcomes,

such as anti-social behaviours (Boardley & Kavussanu, 2010), legitimization of aggression

(Dunn & Causgrove-Dunn, 1999) or authoritarian leadership style (Yamaguchi, 2001).

Conversely, performance-avoidance goals have been found to predict submissive social

outcomes, such as avoidance of help seeking (Tanaka, Murakami, Okuno, & Yamauchi,

2001) or behavioural inhibition (Elliot & Thrash, 2002). Thus, in interpersonal contexts

(for a review, see Poortvliet &Darnon, 2010), performance-approach oriented individuals
seem to display an active social pattern, centred on dominance and self-serving

behaviours, whereas performance-avoidance oriented individual seem to display a
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passive social pattern, centred on subordination and subdued behaviours (Conroy, Elliot,

& Thrash, 2009).

Articulating the two lines of research, that on achievement goals and that on conflict

regulation, the present research will test the general hypothesis that the two types of
relational conflict regulation described above (competitive vs. protective) are predicted

by, respectively, performance-approach versus performance-avoidance goals. Perfor-

mance-approach goals are characterized by the desire to perform better than others.

When faced with a conflict, it is probable that these goals predict a competitive conflict

regulation, calling for the affirmation of one’s ownpoint of viewand the invalidation of the

other’s. On the contrary, performance-avoidance goals lead individuals to focus on

avoiding being less competent than the other person. In this situation, compliance, that is,

protective regulation, may be sufficient to ensure the individual that he or she will not, in
fact, be less competent than the partner (Quiamzade, 2007).

Hypothesis and Overview

The present set of studies aims to test the hypothesis that the two modes of relational

conflict regulation correspond to different performance goal profiles. Performance-

approach goals should predict competitive relational regulation, whereas performance-

avoidance goals should predict protective relational regulation. Performance-approach
and performance-avoidance goal endorsement were measured (Studies 1 and 2) and

manipulated (Study 3). In Study 1, conflict regulation was measured using preference for

models that illustrated either the participant’s position (competitive regulation) or a

partner’s contradictory position (protective regulation). In Study 2, conflict regulation

was measured using differential allocation of competence to oneself and the partner with

whom one interacted: attribution of a superior relative self-competence score corre-

sponded to competitive regulation, whereas attribution of an inferior relative self-

competence score corresponded to protective regulation. Finally, in Study 3, conflict
regulation was measured by asking participants to report to what extent they regulated

conflict in a competitive (e.g., ‘tried to show thepartnerwaswrong’) and a protectiveway

(e.g., ‘did you comply with his (her) proposition’).

STUDY 1

Method

Participants and design

Thirty-six Swiss educational sciences students volunteered in Study 1, 28 women and

eight men (mean age = 25.30; SD = 9.30). A situation of conflict (i.e., disagreement) was

instigated in interactive dyads. Prior to this conflict, performance goals were assessed

(approach and avoidance). Following the conflict, conflict regulation was measured by
examining preferences for one’s own answer (indicating competitive regulation) versus

preferences for the partner’s answer (indicating protective regulation).

Procedure

At the beginning of an introductorymethods course in Social and Educational Psychology,

participantswere assigned to dyads. Theywere given a text that presented a phenomenon

in learning. In each dyad, one participant read a text that described the primacy effect
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(N = 17) whereas the other one read a text that described the recency effect (N = 19).

Both of them had to individually answer, with paper-and-pencil materials, a question on

the direction of the effect, to commit them to one or the other direction (i.e., after having

learnt a series of words, to what extent would you be able to recall the first/last ones?).
Subsequently, they had to confront their answers to the ones of their partner and ‘try to

justify them in accordance with what [they] understood from the text’. After 5 min,

respondents had to evaluate individually the probability of four graphs being correct. The

graphs represented four possible relationships between ‘the position of a word’ and ‘the

probability of recall’: (1) A decreasing curve (corresponding to the primacy effect); (2) An

increasing curve (corresponding to the recency effect); (3) A U-shaped curve (corre-

sponding to the serial position effect); and (4) An inverse U-shaped curve (corresponding

to an incorrect alternative answer).

Measures

Initial ability

As the topic of the course was similar to that of our material (a text describing an

experiment in Psychology), we used the average grade the participants obtained at the

class semester as a measure of initial ability. This grade could range from 0 to 100

(M = 76.58, SD = 9.67).

Achievement goal questionnaire

Prior to the interaction, we assessed participants’ performance-approach and perfor-

mance-avoidance goals using items extracted from the French version of Elliot and

McGregor’s scale (2001), translated and validated by Darnon and Butera (2005). There

were three performance-approach goal items (e.g., ‘It is important forme to dobetter than

other students’; a = .87, M = 3.27, SD = 1.41) and three performance-avoidance goal

items (e.g., ‘I just want to avoid doing poorly in this experiment’; a = .73, M = 3.75,

SD = 1.32). The correlation between the two goals was r = .40, p < .02.1

Model rating

Participants had to evaluate (from 1, not at all to 7, completely) the four graphs described

above, as being correct, defendable and convincing. One model illustrated the

participant’s answer (the ‘confirmation model’ [Cf], a = .91, M = 3.83, SD = 1.60),

another the partner’s answer (the ‘compliance model’ [Cp], a = .92, M = 3.13,

SD = 1.51), another combined the participant’s and partner’s answers (the ‘elaboration

model’ [El], a = .91, M = 4.78, SD = 1.68), and a last model proposed an incorrect
alternative (the ‘error model’ [Er], a = .92,M = 2.08, SD = 1.34). From these scores, two

new variables were again computed: the proportional rating for the confirmation model

over the four ratings (= Cf/(Cf + Cp + El + Er),M = 0.27, SD = 0.11), corresponding to

competitive regulation (confirming one’s own answer), and the proportional rating for

the compliance model (= Cp/(Cf + Cp + El + Er), M = 0.22, SD = 0.09) corresponding

to protective regulation (agreeing with the partner).

1 It is important to note that the performance-avoidance goals measure used in Studies 1 and 2 did not include an explicit
normative referent. However, recent work by Elliot and Murayama (2008) demonstrated that the same pattern of results is
obtained with the implicit and explicitly normative performance-avoidance items.
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Results

Including the text participants read (either primacy or recency), gender or age in
preliminary analyses did not change the results; thus, these variables were not included in

the finalmodel. Moreover, preliminary analyses indicated that the covariate (initial ability)

was not significantly linked to the independent variables, and thus none of the

interactions were retained in the model (Yzerbyt, Muller, & Judd, 2004).2

Confirmation model

Regression analyseswere conductedwith the twogoals and their interaction as predictors
of preference for the confirmation model. The measure of initial ability was entered as a

control variable. As expected, results revealed that performance-approach goals had a

positive effect on the preference for the confirmation model, b = .43, F(1, 31) = 5.32,

p < .03, g² = .15. No other effect reached significance.

Compliance model

Regression analyses were also conducted with the two goals, their interaction and initial
ability, as predictors of preference for the compliance model. As expected, performance-

avoidance goals had apositive effect on thepreference for the compliancemodel,b = .48,

F(1, 31) = 4.19, p < .05, g² = .12, whereas performance-approach goals had a negative

effect, b = �.53, F(1, 31) = 8.94, p < .01,g² = .22. In addition, initial abilitywas found to

positively predict the preference for the compliance model, b = .36, F(1, 31) = 5.56,

p < .03, g² = .15. No other effect reached significance. A summary of the results is

presented in Table 1.

Discussion

The present results indicate that performance-approach goals elicited preferential rating

of the self-confirmatorymodel,which corresponds theoretically to competitive regulation

(i.e., confirming one’s own answer while invalidating that of the other). Conversely,

performance-avoidance goals elicited preferential rating of the compliance model, which
corresponds theoretically to protective regulation (i.e., complying with the partner’s

Table 1. Study 1: Link between performance goals and measures of conflict regulation

Proportional rating of

confirmation model

Proportional rating of

compliance model

Performance-approach goals b = .43

F = 5.32*

b = �.53

F = 8.94**

Performance-avoidance goals b = �.07

F = .08

b = .48

F = 4.19*

Note. *p < .05; **p < .01.

2 To test whether or not intraclass correlations (ICCconfirmation = .42, 95% CI = .01–.82; ICCcompliance = .07, n.s.) could have
biased the results, we conducted multi-level analyses with dyads as level-2 and participants as level-1 units. The same model as
that reported in themain analyses was used, with the only difference that goals were introduced as a level-2 variable. Results again
showed that performance-approach goals predicted confirmation (c = .03, SE = .01, p < .02) and performance-avoidance
goals predicted compliance (c = .03, SE = .03, p < .04).
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answerwhile invalidating one’s own). Thus, thepresent study supports the idea that these

modes of relational conflict regulation, competitive and protective, are predicted by

specific performance goals.

It is worth noting that there was a negative association between performance-
approach goals and preferences for the compliance model. Self-confirmation and

compliance being theoretically orthogonal (i.e., one cannot simultaneously confirm his/

her own answer while complying with that of the other), this is not a surprise. Bipp,

Steinmayr, and Spinath (2008) similarly showed that performance-approach goals were

negatively correlated with the Big Five personality facet ‘compliance’, defined as the

tendency to submit to others during interpersonal conflicts (Costa &McCrae, 1992). One

might also wonder why participants overall favoured compliance over confirmation

models. In face-to-face interactions, norms of politeness become more salient and,
politeness being negatively associated with dominant behaviour (Dillard, Wilson, Tusing,

& Kinney, 1997), this phenomenon might be due to self-presentation concerns (as also

suggested by Darnon et al., 2009).

In Study 1, the conflict inducedwas a constant, which prevents from claiming that the

observed dynamics are necessarily due to the attempt to regulate conflict. In Study 2, we

therefore manipulated conflict. However, in this design, model ratings as a measure of

conflict regulation are no longer appropriate. Indeed, in a no-conflict condition, where

participants and their partner would read the same text, confirmation or compliance
models lose their meaning. Thus, Study 2 introduces an alternative measure of conflict

regulation through perceived competence. As relational regulation is concerned with

social comparison, themost relevantmeasure to use is theway self-competence is defined

relative to that of others; in otherwords, in Study 2wemeasured the perceived difference

between the participant’s and the partner’s competence (self-superiority). As argued

earlier, competitive regulation corresponds to the enhancement of one’s competence and

the devaluation of other’s, whereas protective regulation corresponds to the reversed

pattern. The hypothesis is that performance-approach goals would be positively linked to
the self-superiority score, whereas performance-avoidance goals would be negatively

linked to that score, and that this would occur under conditions of conflict more than in a

no-conflict condition.

STUDY 2

Method

Participants and design

Seventy-four Swiss Psychology students volunteered in the experiment, 67 women and

sevenmen (mean age = 21.78; SD = 3.44). They either interactedwith a disagreeing (i.e.,

conflict condition) or an agreeing (i.e., no-conflict condition) bogus partner. Following

the interaction, performance goals (approach and avoidance) and perception of self- and
other-competence at the task were assessed. Positive difference between the scores – in
favour of self-competence – corresponded to competitive regulation. Negative difference

– in favour of other-competence – corresponded to protective regulation.

Procedure

The procedure was similar to that used by Darnon, Harackiewicz, Butera, Mugny, and

Quiamzade (2007). Participants were welcomed in groups of four in the lab. They were

separated in different cubicles and were told they would interact with the other
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participants via computers. The task consisted of reading four extracts of a Social

Psychology text, and answering a question for each extract. For instance, one extract

concerned information processing, and the related question was ‘which one of the two

types of information processing (deep vs. surface) favours a global representation of the
person?’Questionswere easy enough for all participants to give the correct answer (in our

example, i.e., ‘deep processing’). Participants had to enter their answer on the screen.

They were always first to send it to their ‘partner’, and after a short time lapse, they

received a bogus ‘partner’s answer’. Conflict was then manipulated (see Darnon, Butera,

and Harackiewicz, 2007 or Darnon, Harackiewicz et al., 2007, for the same procedure):

The fictitious partner either disagreed three times out of four (conflict condition) or never

disagreed (no-conflict condition). Disagreeing answers were wrong but plausible (as in

Mugny & Doise, 1978). As far as the above example is concerned, in the disagreement
condition the partner’s pre-recorded answer was: ‘I rather thought that the surface

processing was the one which led to a global representation […] whereas the deep

processing took into account more information and, thus, favoured a detailed vision’; in

the agreement condition it was: ‘Yes, that’s also what I would have answered’. After this

interaction phase, participants were asked to estimate their competence and their

partner’s competence (see the next section).

Measures

Initial ability

Before the experiment, participants took a comprehension test in which they had to
answer 10 questions about a short social Psychology text. This test provided us with a

measure of initial ability. It could range from 0 to 10 (M = 7.79, SD = 1.63).

Achievement goal questionnaire and self-superiority score

The achievement goal questionnaire consisted of the same performance-approach

(a = .88, M = 3.12, SD = 1.40) and performance-avoidance (a = .77, M = 3.14,

SD = 1.31) goal items as in Study 1. Goals were correlated at r = .38, p < .005. As far as
the self-superiority score is concerned, participantswere first asked to answerwhether or

not they thought they ‘understood the textwell’, ‘managed to answer the questions well’,

‘were competent on this type of task’, on a scale ranging from1,not at all, to 7, verymuch

(a = .90). Participants then answered the same questions about their ‘partner’ (a = .91).

The self-superiority score was calculated by subtracting the mean competence attributed

to the partner (M = 4.86, SD = 1.08) from the mean competence attributed to self

(M = 4.96, SD = 1.04). A value of 0 on this score means that no difference was made

between oneself and the partner. A positive value indicates that more competence was
attributed to the self than to the partner, whereas a negative value indicates that more

competence was attributed to the partner (M = 0.10, SD = 1.34).

Results

Overview of the regression analyses
The regression model included the two achievement goals, conflict (coded �1 for no

conflict, +1 for conflict) as well as their interactions. Although themeasure of achievement

goals followed the manipulation of conflict, they were not affected by conflict and they
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could be used as independent variables (both Fs < 1). As in Study 1, the measure of initial

ability was entered as a covariate. Analyses controlling for age and gender led to the same

results; these variableswere therefore not included in further analyses. Preliminary analyses

revealed a main effect of conflict on the covariate and thus, the interactions between the
score of initial abilities and the twogoalswere included in themodel. However, because the

inclusion of these terms in the analysis did not change the significance of the results, these

termswere not retained in the finalmodel (Yzerbyt et al., 2004). The finalmodel contained

eight predictors: performance-approach goals, performance-avoidance goals, conflict, the

three 2-way interactions between these terms, the 3-way interaction, and initial ability.

Achievement goals as predictors of the self-superiority score
The self-superiority scorewas regressed on themodel. The analysis revealed a strongmain

effect of conflict, b = .51, F(1, 65) = 20.79, p < .001, g² = .26. The self-superiority score

was higher in the conflict condition (M = 0.76, SD = 0.24) than that in the no-conflict

condition (M = �0.55, SD = 0.13). A main effect of performance-approach goals,

b = .27, F(1, 65) = 6.2, p < .02, g² = .09, also indicated that the more participants

endorsed performance-approach goals, the more self-superiority was accentuated. More

importantly, the interaction between performance-approach goals and conflict, b = .24,

F(1, 65) = 5.01, p < .03, g² = .07 indicated that performance-approach goals predicted
self-superiority more positively when there was a conflict, b = .50, F(1, 65) = 11.76,

p < .002, g² = .15, than when there was not, b = .006, F < 1, n.s. The interaction

between performance-avoidance and conflict was marginally significant, b = �.21,

F(1, 65) = 3.77, p < .06,g² = .05, but in the opposite direction. In the conflict condition,

the higher the performance-avoidance goals, the lower the self-superiority score,

b = �.38, F(1, 65) = 5.9, p < .02, g² = .08, which was not the case without conflict,

b = .01, F < 1, n.s. The two interactions are presented in Figure 1.3

Discussion

In line with our hypothesis, the more participants in the conflict condition endorsed

performance-approach goals, the more they perceived themselves as more competent

than the partner. In addition, the more participants in the conflict condition endorsed

performance-avoidance goals, the smaller this differentiation tended to be. When no
conflict was induced, performance goals did not significantly predict the self-superiority

score.

In the first two studies goals were measured as self-set goals. This prevents us from

establishing a causal link between goals and conflict regulation. The aim of Study 3was to

address this issue in a face-to-face interaction bymanipulating goals. In this study, conflict

was measured. Hence, Study 3 tests the hypotheses that conflict should (i) positively

predict competitive regulation in the performance-approach goal conditionmore than in

3 A regression analysis was also conducted on mean competence attributed to self with performance-approach goals,
performance-avoidance goals, conflict, all the interactions, and initial ability. Neither the interaction between conflict and
performance-approach goals, b = .11, F < 1, n.s., nor the interaction between conflict and performance-avoidance goals,
b = �.06, F < 1, n.s., was significant. The same analysis was conducted onmean competence attributed to the partner. Results
revealed interactions between conflict and performance-approach goals, b = �.20, F(1, 65) = 4.13, p < .05, g² = .05, and
between conflict and performance-avoidance goals, b = .19, F(1, 65) = 3.76, p < .06, g² = .05. These results suggest that
the differences observed on the self-superiority score are due to the devaluation of other-competence rather than the
enhancement of self-competence, as in Toma, Vasiljevic, Oberlé, and Butera (2012).
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the performance-avoidance condition; (ii) predict protective regulation in the perfor-

mance-avoidance goal condition more than in the performance-approach condition.

STUDY 3

Method

Participants

Forty-six French Psychology students volunteered for the experiment. One participant

had uncommon studentized deleted residual on relevantmeasures andwas dropped from

the analyses (Judd & McClelland, 1989). Another one was removed because of missing
data. The final sample consisted of 41 women and three men (mean age = 19.40;

SD = 1.54). Two students were invited to the lab at the same time. Each dyad was

randomly assigned to one of the two goal conditions (N = 23 in the performance-

avoidance goal condition; N = 21 in the performance-approach goal condition).

Procedure

The procedure was similar to that used by Darnon and Butera (2007). Two participants
who did not know each other were instructed to study cooperatively two texts that dealt

with Social Psychology theories. Then, depending on the condition, participants were

given either performance-approach or performance-avoidance goal instructions. These

instructions were the same as in Darnon, Harackiewicz et al., (2007), who also report

evidence for their effectiveness in inducing the different goals. In the performance-

approach condition, participantswere told that they should try to perform better than the

majority of students. In the performance-avoidance condition, they were told that they

should try to avoid performing lesswell than themajority of students. The participants of a
same dyad always received the same instructions.

After the goal induction, participantswere given the texts. Theyhad to read thefirst part

of the text and then to read a question. For one participant, this first part depicted the false-

uniqueness effect whereas, for the other one, it depicted the false-consensus effect. The
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Figure 1. Self superiority as a function of performance-approach goals and conflict (on the left) and

performance-avoidance goals and conflict (on the right), Study 2.
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question concerned whether individuals tend to underestimate versus overestimate one’s

similarity as compared to others. Subsequently, one of the participants would give his/her

answer first (i.e., underestimation), followed by the other (i.e., overestimation). The order

of answering was counterbalanced. Dyads had 3 min to exchange their opinion and justify
their position.During this time, they could check their own text again if they needed to, but

they could not directly show it to their partner. Then the experimenter asked them to read

the second part of the text and the same procedure was repeated. This reading-discussing

procedure was carried out for each of the four parts of the texts. After the last question,

participants were given a questionnaire containing the dependent variables.

Materials

In the present experiment, disagreement – the operational proxy of conflict – was

measured, and therefore we wanted to give participants materials that would be likely to

induce disagreement. These materials consisted of two texts, text A for one participant

and text B for the other, presenting seemingly contradictory effects. One participant was

given text A, and the otherwas given text B. Thus, it was likely that their discussionwould

generate some disagreement. Each text contained four parts and each part presented an

experimental effect. As mentioned above, the first part presented the false-uniqueness
effect for text A, the false-consensus effect for text B. The second part was about a

manipulation technique, but in this case, text A and text B were identical. The third part

was about persuasion,with text A presenting the primacy effect, text B the recency effect.

The fourth partwas about social judgment,with assimilation effect for text A, and contrast

effect for text B. All the chosen effects seem contradictory, but are not incompatible, as

research has found an organizing principle for each of them.

Measures

Initial ability

To control for initial ability, we collected the grade the participants had obtained on the

previous semester for their Social Psychology exam. This grade could range from 0 to 20

(M = 12.56, SD = 2.93).

Amount of perceived disagreement

Participants had to report (on a scale ranging from 1, very few to 7, very many), the

number of elements that they felt had provoked disagreement between themselves and

Table 2. Study 3: Conflict regulation items and their factor loading using principal component

extraction with oblique rotation

When disagreements occurred, to what extent did you… Factor 1 Factor 2

try to show you were right? .87 .13

try to show your partner was wrong? .90 .13

try to resist by maintaining your initial position? .81 �.26

think your partner was certainly more correct than you? .20 .66

comply with his(her) proposition? .01 .76

agree with his(her) own way of viewing things? �.14 .87

% of explained variance 37.7% 31.1%
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their partner during the exchange. This measure was used as the second, continuous,

independent variable (M = 3.32, SD = 1.39). The amount of disagreement did not differ

across conditions, F < 1.

Mode of conflict regulation

After the interaction, participantswere asked to indicate (on a scale ranging from 1,not at

all, to 7, completely) to what extent, when disagreement occurred, they regulated it in a

competitive way (three items, e.g., ‘tried to show the partner was wrong’, a = .82,

M = 3.8, SD = 1.52). Three further items asked them to indicate to what extent they

regulated conflict in a protective way (e.g., ‘did you comply with his (her) proposition’,

a = .66, M = 3.72, SD = 1.17, for protective regulation). The six items are presented in
Table 2.

Pilot study

In Study 3, we use self-reportedmeasures to assess conflict regulation, whereas in Studies

1 and 2we, respectively, used preferential rating ofmodels and self-superiority score. One

might wonder whether these measures are related to the same conceptual construct. To

check this assumption, we conducted a Pilot Study. A total of 240 Swiss undergraduates,
149 women and 91 men (mean age = 21.20; SD = 2.95) volunteered in a pilot study

aiming to test the convergence of our outcome variables. The studywas conducted on the

Internet. The procedure was the same as that used in Study 1. Participants were given a

text that presented either the primacy (N = 119) or the recency effect (N = 121) and

received a disagreeing answer from a bogus partner. After the ‘interaction’, participants

had to evaluate the samemodels as those used in Study 1. From these scores, proportional

rating for the ‘confirmation model’ (M = 0.28; SD = 0.14) and the ‘compliance model’

(M = 0.23; SD = 0.10) were computed. Secondly, similarly to Study 2, the participants
had to attribute competence points (from0 to 100) to themselves and to the other person.

A self-superiority score was created by subtracting the latter from the former (M = 3.65;

SD = 23.83). Thirdly, participants were asked to fill in the same conflict regulation items

as those used in Study 3 (a = .74, M = 3.63, SD = 1.44 for competitive regulation,

a = .61; M = 3.71, SD = 1.24 for protective regulation). Table 3 shows the correlations

between the two modes of self-reported regulation, the self-superiority score and the

rating of each predictive model.

Table 3. Pilot study: Correlations between self-reported and behavioural measures of conflict

regulation

1 2 3 4

1. Competitive regulation –
2. Protective regulation �.38*** –
3. Self-superiority score .50*** �.50*** –
4. Confirmation model .21** �.13* .15* –
5. Compliance model �.36*** .35*** �.30*** �.38***

Note. *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001.
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Results indicated that preference for the confirmationmodelwas positively correlated

with the self-superiority score and with self-reported competitive regulation. Conversely,

preference for the compliancemodelwas negatively correlatedwith self-superiority score

and positively correlated with self-reported protective regulation. Finally, the higher the
self-superiority score, the higher the self-reported competitive regulation, and the lower

the self-reported protective regulation. This confirms the overlap among the various

dependent measures that have been used across the studies reported here.

Results

Factorial structure of the scales

As can be seen in Table 2, factor analysis revealed a two-factor structure, with Factor 1

accounting for 37.7% of the variance and comprising the three competitive relational

regulation items and Factor 2, accounting for 31.08% of the variance and consisting of the

three protective relational regulation items.

Overview of the regression analyses
The goals variable was coded �1 for performance-avoidance goals and +1 for

performance-approach goals. Moreover, the amount of perceived disagreement was

entered in the regression analyses as well as the interaction between goals and

disagreement. The grade obtained in Social Psychology in the previous semester was also

entered in the regression analysis as a covariate. Controlling for age and gender led to the

same results and these variables were not included in further analyses. Moreover,

preliminary analyses indicated that the covariate (initial ability) was not significantly

linked to the independent variables and thus none of the interactions were retained in the
model. The final regression model contained four terms: goal type (performance-

approach, performance-avoidance goals), amount of perceived disagreement, the

interaction between goal type and amount of disagreement, and initial ability.4

Mode of conflict regulation

Competitive regulation

A main effect of disagreement, b = .33, F(1, 39) = 5.25, p < .03, g² = .12, indicated that

the higher the amount of disagreement, the more participants reported regulating it in a

competitive manner. The main effect of goals was not significant, b = .15,

F(1, 39) = 1.03, p < .32, g² = .03. More importantly, the predicted interaction between
conflict and goals was significant, b = .32, F(1, 39) = 5.13, p < .03, g² = .12. As can be

seen in Figure 2, in the performance-approach goal condition, the higher the conflict,

the higher the competitive regulation, b = .65, F(1, 39) = 9.85, p < .005, g² = .13,

whereas, in the performance-avoidance condition, such a relationship was not observed

b = .01, F < 1, n.s.

4 To test whether or not intraclass correlations (ICCcompetitive = .46, 95% CI = .12–.80; ICCprotective = .24, n.s.) could have
biased the results, we conducted multi-level analyses with dyads as level-2 and participants as level-1 units. The same model as
that reported in the main analyses was used, with the only difference that goals were introduced as a level-2 variable. Results
showed that the predicted interaction between goals and disagreement remained significant for competitive regulation (c = .31,
SE = .15, p < .04) as well as protective regulation (c = �.27, SE = .12, p < .03).
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Protective regulation

Neither themain effect of goals, nor themain effect of disagreement reached significance,

both Fs < 1. The predicted interaction between conflict and goals was significant,

b = �.33, F(1, 39) = 4.96, p < .04, g² = .11. As can be seen in Figure 2 in the

performance-avoidance condition, the higher the conflict, the higher protective

regulation, b = .32, F(1, 39) = 2.52, p = .13, g² = .06, whereas in the performance-

approach condition, the reversed pattern was observed, b = �.34, F(1, 39) = 2.34,

p = .12, g² = .06. Although these simple slopes significantly differed from each other,
neither differed significantly from zero.

Discussion

Consistent with Study 2, but in a more ecological context and with manipulated goals,

an interaction between goals and conflict was observed for both measures of conflict
regulation. Conflict positively predicted competitive relational regulation more in the

performance-approach condition than that in the performance-avoidance condition.

Conversely, conflict positively predicted protective regulation more in the perfor-

mance-avoidance condition than that in the performance-approach condition. It is

worth noting, as far as protective conflict regulation is concerned, that although the

predicted goal by conflict interaction was significant, the simple slopes were not.

However, due to sizes of these effects (i.e., medium), the non-significant slopes are

probably due to lack of statistical power (Cohen, 1988). The fact that the link
between performance-avoidance goals and protective regulation has been observed

three times (i.e., in Studies 1, 2 and 3) also speaks of its robustness and consistency

(Cohen, 1994).

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Research on socio-cognitive conflict has long been interested in the fact that when people

are studying, working, and making decisions together, conflict regulation could be

‘relational’, namely focused on threatening social comparison of competence. In the

present article, a further distinction is made between competitive relational regulation
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Figure 2. Competitive and protective regulation as a function of amount of perceived disagreement and

type of performance goal condition (Study 3).
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(a regulation based upon the assertion of one’s own competence) and protective

relational regulation (a regulation based upon compliance). This article provides evidence

that these two modes of relational conflict regulation correspond to different

performance goal profiles.
In line with our hypotheses, results of Study 1 indicated that performance-approach

goals predicted competitive regulation (as evidenced by preferences for self-confirma-

tion), and performance-avoidance goals predicted protective regulation (as evidenced by

preferences for other-confirmation).5 The same pattern was observed in Study 2 on

differential allocation of competence to self versus other and in Study 3 on ad hoc self-

reported measures of competitive versus protective conflict regulation. It is also worth

noting that these dynamics were replicated from face-to-face (Studies 1 and 3) to

computer-mediated (Study 2) interactions. Moreover, in Study 2, the manipulation of
conflict showed that the above dynamics are typical of conflict situations and do not

appear when people are in agreement, thereby supporting an interpretation in terms of

conflict regulation. Such an interpretation was also supported by Study 3, in which

interactions between goals and measured conflict (amount of disagreement) were again

observed. Moreover, in Study 3, goals were manipulated, supporting the idea that

different performance goals have causal effect on conflict regulation.

The present study contributes to the conflict regulation literature. Although

sometimes evoked for theoretical reasons, the existence of two distinct relational
regulations – protective and competitive – had not been directly assessed in prior

research. Factor analyses in Study 3 showed that the twomodes of self-reported relational

conflict regulation clearly correspond to two distinct factors, competitive relational

regulation and protective relational regulation. Moreover, the pilot study reported in

Study 3 shows that self-reported competitive regulation is correlatedwith a preference for

a self-confirmatorymodel,whereas self-reported protective regulation is correlatedwith a

preference for the other-confirmatory model. The present research has substantiated

these theoretical distinctions in two scales that can be used by researchers interested in
the topic of conflict regulation. This theoretical contribution may very well have also an

applied implication for conflictmanagement. For instance, some authors havepointed out

the negative effects of conflict in the workplace (e.g., De Dreu, 2008), and distinguishing

competitive and protective forms of conflict regulation may help predicting different

forms of potentially detrimental outcomes.

More importantly, taking into account the distinction betweenperformance-approach

and performance-avoidance goals has made it possible to pinpoint different motives that

may correspond to each mode of relational conflict regulation. Socio-cognitive conflict
raises uncertainty about self-competence (Butera & Mugny, 2001). As the idea of being

less competent can reduce one’s perception of self-worth and value (Tesser, 1988),

conflict may represent a competence threat (Quiamzade &Mugny, 2009). As pointed out

in the introduction, in such stressful contexts, people can react in two different ways,

depending on the type of cognitive appraisal of the situation: challenge-appraisal and

threat-appraisal (Lazarus & Folkman, 1984). The present article demonstrates that,

5 Another correlational study, not reported in full here, replicates the findings of Study 1. Forty participants answered four questions
on extracts of a Social Psychology text. Each answer was sent to a bogus ‘partner’ via computer (cf. procedure of Study 2).
Participants reported performance goals (as in Study 1) and their mode of conflict regulation (as in Study 3). Regression analyses
indicated that the higher performance-approach goals, the higher the competitive regulation, b = .49,
F(1, 35) = 9.90, p < .004, g² = .22. Moreover, the higher the performance-avoidance goals, the higher the protective
regulation, b = .33, F(1, 35) = 4.21, p < .05, g² = .11. For additional information, please contact the authors.
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depending on individuals’ goals, relational conflicts lead to two different strategies of

defensiveness: performance-approach orientation predicts competitive regulation

whereas performance-avoidance predicts protective regulation. This contribution is

important because in previous research in education (Doise, Mugny, & Perret-Clermont,
1975) and organizations (Pinkley, 1990), the regulation of relational conflict via

competition versus compliance has merely been described as an emergent feature of

the conflictual interaction. Thus, the present research provides two motivational factors,

respectively, performance-approach andperformance-avoidance goals, that allowmaking

a priori hypotheses about the form that relational conflict regulation will take.

This may have a second implication for conflict management. As our research defines

the antecedents of competitive and protective conflict regulation, it could help teachers

or team leaders to prevent or diminish their emergence. Competitive contexts (e.g.,
ranking evaluation practice, extrinsic reward focused on results rather than effort) are

known to favour the endorsement of performance goals (Meece, Anderman,&Anderman,

2006). According to their competence expectancies, high versus low, (Elliot & Church,

1997), or to the type of assessment, normative versus formative (Pulfrey, Buchs, & Butera,

2011), individuals will either pursue performance-approach goals or performance-

avoidance goals. Thus, teachers, instructors, and managers, may be made more aware of

the specific consequences that the goals engendered by the climates they produce have

for conflicts likely to appear in working groups.
These studies also contribute to the achievement goal literature. Darnon et al. (2006)

have shown that performance (approach) goals predict (competitive) relational conflict

regulation. However, in this work goals were measured and not manipulated. The results

of Study 3 provide an experimental confirmation that in a performance-approach goal

context, conflict predicts competitive regulation more than in a performance-avoidance

goal context. This prior work also made no theoretical distinction between performance-

approach and performance-avoidance goals, or between competitive and protective

regulation. Our studies fill this gap by showing that in the conflict framework – as is the
case for other variables such as, for example, interest (Elliot & Harackiewicz, 1996), or

achievement (Elliot & Church, 1997) – the distinction between approach and avoidance

performance goals provides a greater degree of specification in predicting the effects of

performance goals. Finally, Darnon, Harackiewicz et al., (2007) have shown that socio-

cognitive conflict can deplete task performance when individuals follow performance-

approach goals, but not when they follow performance-avoidance goals. In academic or

work groups, where conflict is highly likely to arise, such contexts may therefore hinder

group performance. Future research should investigate further whether or not compet-
itive and protective forms of conflict regulationmediate these links betweenperformance

goals and task performance.

Some limitations should be considered in relation to this work. Although the

disproportion betweenmen andwomen in the sample tested here is typical of Psychology

departments, gender effects have been found both on conflict resolution strategies (e.g.,

Holt & DeVore, 2005; Reinisch & Sanders, 1986) and on goal endorsement (e.g., Dweck,

1986). Because men have been shown to be less likely to use cooperation strategies in

conflict situations than women, one could expect male participants to regulate relational
conflict in a competitive way regardless of the level of goal endorsement. Researchwith a

more gender-balanced sample is needed in the future. Furthermore, in this research, the

effects of performance goals on relational regulation were only assessed at the individual

level. Thus, one might wonder how both the participant’s and his/her partner’s

achievement goals together influence the development of conflict. This could represent
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an appealing direction for future investigations. Finally, our research did not take relative

status into account. Socio-cognitive conflicts occur in both classroom and organizational

contexts that generate explicit status asymmetry (e.g., ranking, hierarchy). Future

research needs to adress the potential moderating role of status on the link between
performance goals and relational regulation.

Notwithstanding these limitations, this research represents both a theoretical and a

practical contribution. Indeed, with Western countries profoundly influenced by neo-

liberal values in all sectors of social activities (Kasser, Cohn, Kanner, & Ryan, 2007;

Schwartz, 2007), it appears thatmost educational andwork structures promote normative

comparison andmake performance goals quite salient and difficult to eradicate (cf. Urdan,

2004). The risk in such situations is that individuals perceive a disagreeing other as a

threat, rather than an informational resource (e.g., Ryan & Pintrich, 1997), and that socio-
cognitive conflict loses its benefits and becomes detrimental for learning (Smith, Johnson,

& Johnson, 1981) and for satisfaction, commitment, group cohesion, and group

performance (for a meta-analysis, see Wit, Greer, and Jehn, 2012). We thus agree with

previous authors who have encouraged teachers or managers to create goal structures

that do not imply normative evaluation, public comparison of performance, competition,

and other factors shown to enhance performance-approach or performance avoidance

goals (for reviews, see Ames, 1992; Dragoni, 2005; Meece et al., 2006).
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